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Abstract—High-performance DRAMs are providing increasing memory
access bandwidth to processors, which is leading to high power con-
sumption and operating temperature in DRAM chips. In this paper, we
propose a customized low-power technique for high-performance DRAM
systems to improve DRAM page hit rate by buffering write operations
that may incur page misses. This approach reduces DRAM system power
consumption and temperature without any performance penalty. We
combine the throughput-aware page-hit-aware write buffer (TAP) with
low-power-state-based techniques for further power and temperature
reduction, namely, TAP-low. Our experiments show that a system with
TAP-low could reduce the total DRAM power consumption by up to
68.6% (19.9% on average). The steady-state temperature can be reduced
by as much as 7.84 C and 2.55 C on average across eight representative
workloads.

Index Terms—DRAM, power, temperature.

I. INTRODUCTION

Technological advances in microprocessor architectures enable high
performance with an underlying assumption on increasing utilization
of memory systems. On the other hand, increasing memory densi-
ties and data rates lead to higher operating temperatures in DRAM
systems. Moreover, several techniques have been proposed to place
DRAM closer to processor cores, such as 3-D ICs [10], and embedded
DRAM [5]. With increasing power consumption and closer physical
proximity to hot processor cores, modern DRAMs are operated
under increasing temperatures. Prior studies have shown that DRAM
temperature control has become a practical and pressing issue [4].

In this paper, we propose a DRAM architecture enhancement, which
could harvest the largest peak temperature reduction without incur-
ring any performance overhead. Specifically, we propose a customized
method to reduce DRAM power consumption by improving DRAM
page hit rate. Moreover, higher page hit rate also leads to less average
DRAM access latency and thus improves system performance.

In our previous works, we have designed and analyzed the
page-hit-aware write buffer (PHA-WB) [12] and the throughput-aware
PHA-WB (TAP) [11]. PHA-WB provides a buffering mechanism to
hold write operations that may cause a page miss. The TAP scheme
was designed to dynamically adjust the tradeoff between the aggres-
siveness of the power optimization mechanism at the expense of more
storage for buffering the data and orchestrating the buffer–DRAM
coordination.

In this paper, we extend our work in two main aspects.
We take DRAM refresh operations into consideration. Experiments

show that refresh operations have a strong impact on DRAM page hit
rate. However, this impact decreases as DRAM traffic increases.
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We also extend TAP with low-power-state-based techniques into
TAP-low. We demonstrate that PHA-WB can actually increase the
utilization of low-power states. PHA-WB also reduces average read
delay by improving page hit rate, which reduces the performance
penalty of low-power-state-based techniques.

Our experiments show that the TAP-low approach reduces the total
DRAM system power consumption by as much as 68.6% (19.9% on
average) and DRAM steady-state temperature by as much as 7.84 �C
(2.55�C on average) for eight different workloads based on 20 SPEC
CPU 2000 benchmarks running on a four-core CMP [18].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II dis-
cusses related work. Our proposed technique is described in Section III.
Section IV describes TAP-low, which is a combination of TAP and a
low-power-state-based technique.Section V presents the experimental
methodology and results. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

DRAM power consumption can comprise a large portion of the total
system power. Modern DRAMs provide various power-saving states.
Various low-power DRAM techniques focus on utilizing these idle
states efficiently to achieve the best energy-delay product [2], [3], [6].
Our goal, however, is to tie the active periods of DRAM operation to
power consumption. These low-power-state-based techniques can be
used as complementary to our approach.

Memory controller reordering is a widely used technique in stream
processors [7], [15]. In these systems, the memory controller reorders
memory accesses, so that there are more chances to use efficient page
and burst modes. On the other hand, our technique, which targets
general-propose processors with write-back cache and fully buffered
dual inline memory module (FB-DIMM), is a further enhancement for
burst-accessed DRAM.

Dynamic thermal management (DTM) of DRAM has become a
pressing issue in mobile systems [4]. In order to cool down the DRAM
while keeping the performance penalty small, Lin et al. [8] proposed
adaptive core gating and dynamic voltage and frequency scaling
(DVFS) to CMP systems. However, DTM and DVFS are known to
introduce system performance penalties. We refer to these techniques
as memory-traffic-control-based temperature-aware techniques since
they handle DRAM thermal emergencies by reducing DRAM access
density.

Existing power- and temperature-aware techniques focus on two spe-
cial cases. Power-state-based techniques are designed for applications
with fewer DRAM accesses. On the other hand, memory-traffic-con-
trol-based techniques are applicable when DRAM traffic is heavy. Our
proposed technique is designed for the latter case. However, instead
of applying thermal management after the DRAM is overheated, our
technique prevents potential thermal emergencies by improving page
hit rate and thus reducing power consumption.

Shim et al. analyzed the impact of different memory mapping strate-
gies on DRAM page hit rate and, thus, DRAM power consumption and
performance [16]. Their experiments showed that different memory
mapping strategies could lead to significant change in page hit rate.
While this technique focuses on a smart memory mapping strategy, our
hit-aware buffering mechanism aims to fully utilize locality of memory
accesses.

To the best of our knowledge, the power optimization technique by
Lin et al. [9] could be considered as the closest related work. They
introduce a prefetching cache in the advanced memory buffer (AMB)
to improve performance and reduce power consumption. However,
they use close-page mode as the baseline system. In high-performance
DRAM systems, open-page mode is a more likely choice, in which
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the power and temperature benefit of prefetching would be minimal.
Our technique is devised upon and evaluated with a baseline system in
high-performance open-page mode.

III. ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT FOR POWER AND TEMPERATURE

This section reviews our previous work for adaptive DRAM tem-
perature and power management. We first explore potential savings in
DRAM power consumption. Then, we outline PHA-WB[12] and an
adaptive enhancement, namely, the throughput-aware PHA-WB (TAP)
[11].

A. DRAM Power Modeling

DDR2 DRAM power consumption has three main components:
background power, activate power, and read/write power [13].
Background power is the power consumption without any accesses.
Different power states have different background powers. Activate
power is the power consumption of loading one row to the I/O buffer.
Read/write power is the power consumption of reading or writing
data stored in the I/O buffer. Reduction in read/write power occurs
at the expense of performance. In order to reduce power with no
performance penalty, we focus on reducing the activate power.

In open-page mode, activate power is a function of page hit rate.
In other words, higher page hit rate means that the same number of
read and write operations could be completed with fewer activates.
Therefore, improving page hit rate could achieve power benefit without
hurting performance.

B. PHA-WB

PHA-WB [12] is a buffer placed between the memory controller
and the DRAM chips. Read operations pass through the buffer without
delay. On the other hand, write operations that are not targeting an ac-
tivated row will be buffered. PHA-WB checks the target address of
each operation and maintains a table of the activated rows in each bank.
When an operation accesses the DRAM, the target address is broadcast
in PHA-WB. Buffered write operations with matching rows will access
the DRAM after this operation with a page hit.

Note that, although PHA-WB only buffers write operations, it also
improves the hit rate of read operations and thus reduces the average
read delay.

C. TAP

The number of entries in PHA-WB is a tradeoff between buffer
power overhead and DRAM power savings. In order to achieve better
power savings and more aggressive control over the power density of
the DRAM, we have introduced TAP[11], which dynamically chooses
the size of the write buffer according to different DRAM access
patterns.

TAP employs a performance counter to track the number of clock cy-
cles for every � consecutive DRAM accesses. More cycles for � con-
secutive DRAM accesses mean lower DRAM throughput. Moreover,
when the processor switches between two different applications or two
distinct phases of an application, the size of the buffer could also be
switched. TAP utilizes clock gating to modify the number of activated
entries in the write buffer.

We have presented the structure of TAP in our previous
work[11].Fig. 1 further shows the structure of the write buffer in
TAP. Compared with a regular cache, the write buffer is modified as
follows. First, the tags are divided into row and column addresses to
represent row matches and address matches. Second, the buffer entry
lines are put into three groups with 16, 16, and 32 entries (2, 2, and
4 entries are drawn in the figure for simplicity), respectively. Each
group has an extra “in use” bit denoting whether this group is currently

Fig. 1. Circuit-level diagram of the write buffer.

used by the system. Finally, latches are added at the input of address
comparators (shown as gray blocks). When the corresponding entries
are neither in use nor valid, the inputs of these comparators are latched
to save energy. When the size of the buffer is reduced, some buffer
entries are valid but not “in use.” The system takes all these entries as
read match.

IV. INCORPORATING ADAPTIVE ACTIVE STATE OPTIMIZATIONS WITH

LOW-POWER-STATE-BASED TECHNIQUES

Low-power-state-based optimization is widely used in battery-pow-
ered systems to tradeoff system performance for longer battery life.
In this section, we will illustrate that, with a minor modification, our
proposed TAP could utilize low-power state to further reduce DRAM
power consumption at the cost of a slightly longer average DRAM
read delay. Compared with a low-power-state-based technique, our
proposed TAP combined with low-power-state extension (TAP-low)
could achieve more power reduction for similar performance degra-
dation.

In a system with a low-power-state-based technique, when the
memory system is idle for a given period, the DRAM chips switch
to low-power state. The DRAM chips have to switch to active state
before later accesses, regardless of whether the subsequent access is a
read or a write operation. However, as we have discussed earlier, write
operations could be delayed without hurting system performance. It is
not necessary to switch to active state for each write operation.

Fig. 2 shows a simple example of incorporating the write buffer with
a low-power-state-based technique. In Fig. 2, “R” and “W” indicate the
execution times of read and write operations, respectively. The shad-
owed blocks indicate that the DRAM is in low-power state. Fig. 2(a)
shows a system with a low-power-state-based technique. The DRAM
operations inFig. 2(a) are executed as soon as possible. On the other
hand, Fig. 2(b) shows a system employing TAP-low. For the same
memory requests in Fig. 2(a), the system in Fig. 2(b) could finish these
requests with less switching between different power states. Therefore,
the system would enjoy more power savings in low-power state. Note
that the second read operation in Fig. 2(b) suffers more delay than that
in Fig. 2(a). This is because it takes extra time for the DRAM chips to
switch to active state. However, since PHA-WB could reduce the av-
erage read delay by improving the page hit rate of read operations, the
final average read delay is similar between these two systems.

TAP-low has a similar system structure as TAP. The only difference
is in the control logic. First, in TAP-low, the write operation will be
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Fig. 2. Example of incorporating PHA-WB with a low-power-state-based technique.

TABLE I
WORKLOAD MIXES

sent to the write buffer when the DRAM chips are in low-power state.
Second, before the DRAM chips switch from active state to low-power
state, the system releases some buffer entries by issuing some buffer
operations. These entries are used to buffered write operations when
the DRAM is in low power state.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we first introduce the power and thermal models used
in our evaluation. Then, we outline our experimental methodology.
Finally, we present the results demonstrating the effectiveness of our
technique.

A. Power and Thermal Modeling

We use a DRAM power model based on the data published by Mi-
cron Technology, Inc.[14]. We utilize an RC-analogy-based thermal
model for the DIMM, which is similar to the model presented by Lin et
al. [8]. The DRAM system is modeled at the chip level as the DRAM
chips and the AMB. We present static temperature values for each
workload. We also adopted the AMB power model used by Lin et al.
[8]. We have estimated the power consumption of PHA-WB by mod-
eling the broadcast structure and the buffer array using CACTI 3.2 [17].
The power overhead of PHA-WB has been considered in our evalua-
tion.

B. Experimental System Configuration

We used M5 simulator [1] as our architectural simulator to extract
memory read and write traces for SPEC CPU 2000 applications. We as-
sume a CMP with four processors and 1-GB DDR2 FB-DIMM. Each
processor executes one of the SPEC applications (the workloads are de-
scribed in Table I). The major parameters for the processor and memory
are listed in Table II. Then, we analyze the DRAM page hit rate under
different configurations with and without PHA-WB. A System Power
Calculator [14] is used to calculate DRAM power consumption. Fi-
nally, we calculate AMB power and static DRAM system temperature
for each trace based on these calculations.

Different DRAM refresh periods would result in different page hit
rates. For the first set of our experiments, we assume that the refresh

period is 64 ms. We analyze the impact of refresh periods on page hit
rate in Section 5.C.

We evaluate PHA-WB with 16, 32, and 64 entries, as well as TAP
and TAP-low. In TAP, the adaptive adjustor monitors the total clock
cycles for ten consecutive DRAM accesses. If these accesses take less
than 500 cycles, 64 buffer entries are enabled; if between 500 and 1000
cycles, 32 buffer entries are enabled; if between 1000 and 4000 cycles,
16 buffer entries are enabled; and if ten accesses take more than 4000
cycles, all the buffer entries are disabled, and the system works as if
there is no write buffer. In TAP-low, a low-power-state-based technique
is enabled when the number of active buffer entries is smaller than 64.

C. Results

We evaluate the impact of PHA-WB on page hit rate, power con-
sumption, and the static temperature of DRAM. We performed a com-
parison of PHA-WB structures with different number of entries for all
workloads. Then, we compare the performance of a system with only
a low-power-state-based technique and that with TAP-low.

Fig. 3 shows the page hit rates of different workloads on different
system configurations. We observe that page hit rate increases by up
to 18.75% (9.63% on average) based on comparison of an architecture
without PHA-WB and one with a 16-entry PHA-WB. The maximum
and average page hit rate improvements for the 64-entry PHA-WB are
25.43% and 13.29%, respectively. The introduction of even a small-
sized PHA-WB makes a significant impact compared to the base case.
As we increase the PHA-WB size further, we observe a gain; however,
the benefits diminish because most of the writes that access a later read
row are captured, even with a smaller PHA-WB.

Fig. 4 shows the percentage power savings under different PHA-WB
sizes, relative to the baseline system. Power saving is a function of page
hit rate and memory throughput. Some applications with high improve-
ments in page hit rate fail to yield significant power savings because the
DRAM throughput is very low. The average and peak page power sav-
ings for TAP are 22.94% and 6.23%, respectively. TAP is entirely dis-
abled when running workload W8. Hence, the power consumption for
our architecture equals that of the base case. Similarly, the steady-state
temperature and read delay (shown in Figs. 5 and 6) are identical to that
of the base case. Fixed-size PHA-WBs are not disabled when running
workload W8, thus yielding negative power and temperature reduction
(i.e., degradation in power and temperature). TAP-low yields signif-
icant power savings for the last three workloads. The average power
reduction achieved by TAP-low is 19.87%. Fig. 5 shows the reduction
in DRAM temperature using different PHA-WB sizes compared to the
base case. TAP-low reduces the DRAM steady-state temperature by
2.55�C on average.

Our proposed PHA-WB also improves the performance by reducing
the average delay of read operations. We analyze how our technique
influences the average read delay (duration of time between when the
AMB assigns a read operation and when the data are available in the
DRAM). Fig. 6 shows the reduction in average read operation delay for
each design. The average delay is reduced by up to 14.34% (8.29% on
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TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION OF PROCESSOR, MEMORY SYSTEM, AND PHA-WB

Fig. 3. DRAM page hit rates for different workloads with different PHA-WBs.

Fig. 4. DRAM power reduction for different workloads with different PHA-
WBs.

average across all benchmarks) for the 64-entry PHA-WB. TAP is de-
signed for maximum power and temperature reduction. The 64-entry
PHA-WB achieves more reduction in average read delay than TAP.
Hence, when compared to the biggest fixed-size PHA-WB, TAP makes
a tradeoff between performance improvement and reduction in power
consumption. TAP-low is a further tradeoff between power and perfor-
mance.

Fig. 7 shows page hit rates under different refresh periods. The page
hit rate of W1 is similar in different refresh periods for both the baseline
system and TAP-low. This is because the number of read and write
operations is much higher than the number of refresh operations and
the impact of refresh operations is negligible. The page hit rates of
other workloads are slightly different under different refresh periods.

Fig. 5. DRAM temperature reduction for different workloads with different
PHA-WBs.

Fig. 6. Reduction of average read delay for different workloads with different
PHA-WBs.

However, refresh operations do not hurt the benefit of our proposed
technique.

We also compare the efficiency of TAP-low and that of a simple
low-power-state-based technique on W6. On the one hand, the pres-
ence of PHA-WB introduces more opportunities for using low power
state. TAP-low achieves much higher power reduction (15.1%) than
the low-power-state-based technique (7.5%). On the other hand, the
average delay is similar among these two approaches. The average
delay of TAP-low (7.7%) is even lower than the simple low-power-
state-based technique (8.4%). Therefore, compared with the simple
low-power-state-based technique, TAP-low achieves higher power re-
duction on relatively small or no performance degradation.
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Fig. 7. Page hit rates for different workloads under different refresh periods.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have proposed and evaluated an adaptive power and
thermal management scheme for DRAM systems. Our proposed
technique, namely, TAP-low, which incorporates TAP with a
low-power-state-based technique, reduced the DRAM power con-
sumption by as much as 68.6% (19.9% on average). The peak and
average temperature reductions achieved by TAP-low are 7.84�C and
2.55 �C, respectively.
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